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Introduction  
 
Have   you   ever   opened   Google   Maps   and,   beginning   in   outer   space,   you   keep   going  
down-down-down   towards   a   continent,   a   country,   a   city,   a   street   and   finally   your   own   house.  
While   every   level   has   its   charm   and   a   certain   truth,   there’s   something   finally   very   satisfying  
about   reaching   reality,   concreteness,   the   here-and-now   of   life   where   my   all   my   experiences   and  
relationships   are   rooted,   my   desires,   projects,   my   faith,   my   love   and   commitments   and   hopes,  
right?   
 
So,   today   we’re   going   to   take   a   trip   or   odyssey   in   the   style   of   Google-Maps.   We   start   at   the   top,  
with   the   decisive,   definitive   and   all-encompassing   context   for   our   Church   and   for   the   vocation  
of   each   one   of   us:   the   Second   Vatican   Council.   Then   wel   descend   to   a   viewpoint   of   both   faith  
and   reason,   intelligence   and   spirit,   that   is   to   say,   the   truly   catholic   vision   of    Laudato   si’ .   Now,  
according   to   its   author   Pope   Francis,    Laudato   si’    has   recently   had   a   son:   the   special   Synod   of  
Bishops   for   the   whole   Amazon   basin   with   the   theme:   “New   paths   for   the   Church   and   for   an  
integral   ecology”.   And   finally   we   get   close   to   home,   to   see   what   new   paths   the   Church   is   trying  
to   trace   in   our   own   territory.   
 
Vaticano   II  

In   September   2018,   at   a   meeting   with   Jesuits   in   Vilnius,   a   young   Jesuit   asked   Pope   Francis  
what   he   most   hopes   for   from   the   Society   of   Jesus.   The   Holy   Father   replies:  

 
What   we   need   to   do   today   is   to   accompany   the   Church   in   a   profound   spiritual   renewal.  
I   believe   that   the   Lord   is   asking   for   a   change   in   the   Church...   Fifty   years   ago   the   II  
Vatican   Council   clearly   said   that   the   Church   is   the   people   of   God   ( Lumen   Gentium    12).  
I   feel   that   the   Lord   wants   the   Council   to   make   its   way   into   the   Church.   Historians   say  
that   for   a   Council   to   be   applied,   it   takes   100   years.   We   are   halfway   there.   So,   if   you  
want   to   help   me,   act   in   such   a   way   as   to   carry   on   the   Council   in   the   Church .   1

 
Every   Sunday   we   declare   our   faith,   “I   believe   in   one,   holy,   catholic   and   apostolic   Church”,   but  
how   do   these   qualities   become   more   and   more   manifest   in   my   daily   life   as   a   [religious]   person,  
a   family-member,   a   professional   and   a   worker,   a   citizen   and   an   active   participant?   
 
By   way   of   response,   the   Vatican   II   was   convoked,   not   to   define   dogma   or   defend   doctrine,   but  
to   explain   and   apply   the   teaching   of   the   Church   to   the   very   changing   circumstances   of   the  
modern   world.   That’s   why   it   was   called   “pastoral”.   Vatican   II   carried   out   a   rereading   of   the  

1  Pope   Francis,   Incontro   con   i   Gesuiti,   Nunziatura   di   Vilnius,   23.9.2018   (nuestra   traducción).  
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Gospel   in   the   light   of   contemporary   culture.   So   the   Council   exhorted   “all   the   members   of   the  
Church   with   the   aim   of   encouraging   a   missionary   renewal”   that   is   on-going,    still   to   be   carried  
out .   2

Vatican   II   promoted   the   reform   or   renewal   of   the   People   of   God   in   the   world   (LG   9,   13,  
17).   The   Holy   Spirit   the   Sanctifier   renews   and   rejuvenates   the   historical   figure   of   the  
pilgrim   Church   (UR   4,   AG   5)   on   its   way   or   path   towards   the   fullness   of   the   Kingdom   of  
God   (LG   48,   GS   45).   The   Council   Fathers   expressed   the   will   to   be   faithful   to   the  
Gospel   of   Christ,   to   serve   the   contemporary   world   pastorally   and   to   advance   in   the  
unity   of   Christians.  3

 
What   I   have   learned   from   Pope   Francis   is   that   “pastoral”   means   much   more   than   “parochial”.  
Yes,   the   sheep   whom   we   find   in   our   flock   today   require   humble,   energetic,   courageous   and  
self-sacrificing   care.   But   many   are   lost   in   the   peripheries:   some   have   turned   away   from   safe  
pastures   and   others   have   never   known   anything   but   peril   and   poverty.   In   the   manner   of   a   field  
hospital,   the   Church   needs   to   go   out   and   be   among   them,   and   we   their   ministers   need   to   have  
the   smell   of   the   sheep   upon   us.   

Pope   Francis   invites   the   whole   Church   and   every   particular   Church   to   enter   into   “ a   resolute  
process   of   discernment,   purification   and   reform ”   (EG   30);   this   requires   a   lot   of   courage   to  
speak   and   to   share,   and   even   more   in   order   to   listen.   

With   this   brief   introduction,   I   hope   to   have   awoken   in   you   the   desire   to   return   to   the   Council,   to  
re-read   it,   know   it,   love   it   and   put   it   into   practice.   The   magisterium   of   Pope   Francis,   and  
specifically    Laudato   si’,    are   a   magnificent   actualization   of   the   Council   for   our   times.   
 
Laudato   si’  
 
From   Vatican   II   we   zoom   downwards   into   the   atmosphere   of   our   common   home,   where   it’s  
still   very   beautiful   but   science   evidences   signs   of   deterioration   and   danger   …  
 
Despite   first   impressions,    Laudato   si’    is   not   and   should   not   be   taken   as   a   narrowly   “green”  
document,   but   rather   as   a   comprehensive   social   encyclical.   Pope   Francis   explains   that   “a   true  
ecological   approach    always    becomes   a   social   approach;   it   must   integrate   questions   of   justice   in  
debates   on   the   environment,   so   as   to   hear    both   the   cry   of   the   earth   and   the   cry   of   the   poor . ”    (LS  
49,    énfasis    original).   It   is   “one   complex   crisis   which   is   both   social   and   environmental.  
Strategies   for   a   solution   demand   an   integrated   approach   to   combating   poverty,   restoring   dignity  
to   the   excluded,   and   at   the   same   time   protecting   nature”   (LS    139).   The   protection   and  
promotion   of   human   dignity   are   inseparable   from   a   commitment   to   integral   ecology.   
 
Only   an   acute   awareness   of   the   pervasive   interconnectedness   of   all   living   being   and   all   human  
and   natural   systems   --   all   of   creation!   --   will   allow   us   “to   find   adequate   ways   of   solving   the  
more   complex   problems   of   today’s   world,   particularly   those   regarding   the   environment   and   the  

2  Papa   Francis,   Encyclical    Laudato   si’:   On   Care   for   our   common   home,    2015,   n°   3.   Henceforth,   LS   and   the  
paragraph   number..   
3  Carl os   Galli,   “Revolución   de   la   ternura   y   reforma   de   la   Iglesia”,    Medellín    170   (enero-abril,   2018),   78-9.  
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poor;   these   problems   cannot   be   dealt   with   from   a   single   perspective   or   from   a   single   set   of  
interests”   (LS   110).   
 
In   the   title   of    Laudato   si’,    the   phrase   ‘care   for   our   common   home’   is   meaningful;   it   is   striking  
and   beautiful.   By   contrast,   the   encyclical’s   key   notion   of   ‘integral   ecology’   is   not   so   obvious,  
so   impactful,   and   it   might   not   immediately   illuminate,   much   less   motivate.   
 
Everyone   now   knows   more   or   less   what   ‘ecology’   means.   Adding   the   word   ‘integral’   gives   it   a  
challenging,   even   puzzling,   twist.   ‘Integral’   usually   means   ‘wholeness’   and   the   unity   of   that  
‘whole’.   It   affirms   that   all   the   essential   elements   are   included   and   present,   none   is   missing,   and  
that   these   essential   elements   harmoniously   connect   or   combine   within   the   whole.   It   also  
suggests   that   something   has   integrity,   so   it   is   authentically,   honestly   true   to   its   real   nature.   At  
the   same   time,   ‘integral’   denies   exclusion   or   reduction   or   isolation.   ‘Integral’   is   usually   meant  
in   a   positive   or   valuable   sense.   The   adjective   ‘integral’   gives   the   idea   of   ecology   a   greater  
breadth   and   weight.  
 
In   the   Pope’s   own   words:  

● “An    integral   ecology   …    clearly   respects   its   human   and   social   dimensions”   (LS   137)   as  
well   as   natural   and   economic   dimensions   (LS   138).  

● “An   integral   ecology   is   inseparable   from   the   notion   of   the   common   good,   a   central   and  
unifying   principle   of   social   ethics”   (LS   156);   this   broader   vision   “also   extends   to   future  
generations ”    (LS   159).  

● “ An   integral   ecology   includes   taking   time   to   recover   a   serene   harmony   with   creation,  
reflecting   on   our   lifestyle   and   our   ideals,   and   contemplating   the   Creator   who   lives  
among   us   and   surrounds   us,   whose   presence   ‘must   not   be   contrived   but   found,  
uncovered’”   (LS   225   citomg    Evangelii   Gaudium    71).  

● “ An   integral   ecology   is   also   made   up   of   simple   daily   gestures   which   break   with   the  
logic   of   violence,   exploitation   and   selfishness ”    (LS   230,   invoking   St.   Thérèse   of  
Lisieux).  
 

Integral   ecology   represents   a   new   synthesis   of   Catholic   Social   Teaching.   In   order   to   appreciate  
this   point,   it   is   useful   to   refer   back   to    Rerum   Novarum ,   Pope   Leo XIII’s   1891   encyclical   that  
was   regarded   as   the   starting   point   of   modern   Catholic   social   thought.   Given   the   excesses   of   the  
early   industrial   revolution,   the   Pope   worried   that   workers   were   being   regarded   as   ‘things’,   as  
mere   units   of   production.   To   combat   this   distortion,   he   insisted   that   workers   be   treated   as  
persons   with   rights,   essentially   connected   in   their   dignity   to   family,   community   and   spirituality.  
 
Let   me   suggest   this   parallel:   Pope   Francis   observes   the   excesses   of   industrial   exploitation,  
narrow   technocratic   thinking,   financial   and   consumerist   greed,   and   social   indifference;   these  
lead   to   gross   inequality   and   cruel   marginalisation,   which   are   happening   at   the   same   time   as  
rapid   global   warming   and   despoilment   of   nature.   In   response,   he   calls   for   a   new   attitude  
towards   nature   and   the   social   environment.   The   goal   of   integral   ecology-inspired   thinking   and  
action   –   the   new   synthesis   –   would   be   successfully   caring   for   our   common   home   in   its  
necessary   social   and   material   (natural)   aspects.   So   integral   ecology   is   a   relational   paradigm   that  
provides   the   fundamental   articulation   of   the   bonds   that   make   true   human   development  
possible.  
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And   this   is   so   because   “ the   future   of   humanity   does   not   lie   solely   in   the   hands   of   great   leaders,  
the   great   powers   and   the   elites.    It   is   fundamentally   in   the   hands   of   peoples    and   in   their   ability  
to   organize.   It   is   in   their   hands,   which   can   guide   with   humility   and   conviction   this   process   of  
change. ”   4

 
Changes   to   set   things   right   again   won’t   only   come   from   the   State   and   through   structural  
transformations   or   institutions,   as   was   thought   in   the   nineteenth   and   twentieth   centuries.   We   as  
persons,   as   Christians   can   also   contribute   to   these   changes,   from   our   situation   and   condition;  
but   this   requires   a   metanoia:   a   spiritual,   cultural,   mental   and   moral   conversion   that   involves  
changing   lifestyles   and   consumption,   habits   and   priorities,   among   other   things.  
 
Since    Laudato   si’    was   published   in   June   2015,   countless   efforts   contributing   to   integral  
ecology   have   begun,   many   of   them   church-based.   Meanwhile,   according   to   all   indicators,   the  
environmental   crisis   has   worsened   significantly.   
 
In   all   this   Pope   Francis   insists   on   dialogue   “as    the   only   way   to   confront   the   problems   of   our  
world   and   to   seek   solutions   that   are   truly   effective .”   It   is   an   authentic   dialogue,   that   is   to   say,  5

honest   and   transparent.   This   implies   abandoning   attempts   to   let   oneself   be   guided   by   particular  
interests,   to   open   oneself   to   a   position   founded   on   the   principles   that   have   always   been  
proposed   by   the   social   doctrine   of   the   Church:   solidarity,   subsidiarity,   commitment   to   the  
common   good,   universal   destination   of   goods,   preferential   option   for   the   poor   and   for   the   land.  
 
This   new   synthesis   is   a   wake-up   call   to   the   entire   world,   to   all   of   humanity.   But   it   also   suggests  
a   new   socio-pastoral   orientation   and   dynamic   for   the   Church.   The   Church   must   understand   the  
challenges   faced   by   individuals   and   families   and   groups   within   these   various   dimensions;   we  
cannot   give   spiritual   guidance   and   pastoral   care   if   people   are   understood   in   isolation   from   how  
they   live   and   function   within   the   natural,   economic   and   social   conditions   that   they   face.  
 
You   have   already   guessed   the   fundamental   consequence   of   everything   I   have   presented   so   far:  
Laudato   si’    means   conversion,   in   Greek    metanoia !   Such   a   proposal   comprises   the   life   ( logos )  
of   our   common   house   ( eco )   as   a   system   of   interconnected   relationships,   entirely   personal   and  
social   and   ecological.   In   order   to   be   able   to   connect   them   harmoniously,   a   personal,   social   and  
ecological   conversion   is   necessary   (cf.   LS   210).   Indeed,   the   habit   of   conceiving   ourselves   as  
absolute   dominators   of   nature   absolutely   has   to   change   ( metanoia    again!),   moving   on   to  
conceive   ourselves   as   part   of   nature   and   as   its   caretakers.   We   need   paths   of   conversion   and   of  
exodus.   

Such   new   paths   will   help   to   modify   economic   models   based   on   destructive   extractivism   and  
change   course   towards   circular   productive   models.   They   will   also   help   us   to   free   ourselves  
from   the   consumerist   throw-away   culture,   and   move   to   a   culture   of   austerity   to   live   in  6

harmony   with   others   and   with   creation   --    good   living ,   some   indigenous   peoples   call   it   --   “to  

4  Pope   Francis,   Discurso   de   cierre   del    II   Encuentro   Mundial   de   los   Movimientos   Populares ,   Santa   Cruz   de   la  
Sierra   (Bolivia),   julio   de   2015.  
5  Pope   Francis,   Address   on   Environmental   Justice   and   Climate   Change,   11.9.2015.   
6  Ignacio   Ellacuría:   a   civilization   of   poverty.  
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replace   consumption   with   sacrifice,   greed   with   generosity,   wastefulness   with   a   spirit   of   sharing,  
an   asceticism   which   ‘entails   learning   to   give,   and   not   simply   to   give   up.    It   is   a   way   of   loving,  
of   moving   gradually   away   from   what   I   want   to   what   God’s   world   needs.   It   is   liberation   from  
fear,   greed   and   compulsion’"   (LS   9,   quoting   the   Ecumenical   Patriarch   Bartholomew).   

The   Amazon   Synod   
 
If   we   do   our   descent   from   high   above   the   globe   towards   the   Amazon   basin,   we   gradually   see  
wonderful   expanses   of   deep   green   and   shimmering   waters,   but   we   also   see   polluted   waters   and  
scorched   earth   that   can   scarcely   support   life   and   abandoned   villages   ...  
 
A   very   intense   experience   of   Pope   Francis   implementing   Vatican   II   and   carrying   out   reform,   is  
the   recent   Synod   on   the   Amazon.   It   is   a   deliberate   Church   effort   to   implement   the   vision   of  7

Laudato   si’    in   this   crucial   human   and   natural   environment.   For   this   reason   Pope   Francis   called  
the   Amazon   Synod   “a   son   of    Laudato   si’ ”.   And   in   fact   it   is   remarkable   that   no   previous   piece  
of   papal   teaching   has   ever   been   handled   explicitly   in   a   subsequent   ecclesial   conference.   So   the  
Amazon   Synod   is   a   first   Church   conference   dedicated   to   the   implementation   of   a   previous  
encyclical.   
 
Applying   the   “integral”   value   to   the   Amazon,   its   specific   circumstances   require   “a   sincere  
option   for   the   defence   of   life,   the   defence   of   the   land   and   the   defence   of   cultures.”   According  8

to   the   Working   Document,   “the   Church   cannot   abandon   its   concern   for   the   integral   salvation   of  
the   human   person,   which   entails   favoring   the   culture   of   indigenous   peoples,   talking   about   their  
vital   needs,   accompanying   their   movements   and   joining   forces   to   struggle   for   their   rights”  
(143).  
 
The   Synod   was   called   to   identify   and   spell   out   new   paths   for   the   Church   and   for   an   integral  
ecology.   With   the   very   active   guidance   of   the   Holy   Spirit,   the   Synod   concluded   by   articulating  
and   giving   direction   to   four   interconnected   dimensions   of   conversion   as   the   basis   of   those   new  
paths.   
 
The   first   and   most   important   conversion   is   pastoral,   requiring   a   spirituality   of   listening   (FD  
20).   The   pastoral   mission   of   the   Church   is   its   very   nature:   samaritan,   merciful,   in   solidarity  
(FD22).    For   a   lot   of   young   people,   the   general   culture   has   hidden   the   Church;   no   longer   do  
they   proceed   into   faith   via   catechism   and   rituals   from   an   early   age.   Instead,   if   they   meet   the  
Church   at   all,   it   is   likelier   to   be   when   joining   with   believers   who   share   their   urgency   about  
society   and   the   environment,   and   so   the   social   apostolate   is   crucial   for   reaching   out   to   youth.   
 
The   second   conversion   is   cultural   in   both   senses,   inculturated   and   intercultural.   You   can’t  
engage   with   people   if   you   don’t   engage   with   their   culture,   and   you   can’t   engage   with   their  
culture   unless   you   deeply   respect   them.    It   is   very   important   for   the   Church,   wary   of   the   power  
of   neo-colonialism   (FD   81),   to   embrace    ecumenical,   inter-religious   and   inter-cultural   dialogue  

7   The   Amazon:   New   paths   for   the   Church   and   for   an   integral   ecology, ,   Final   Document   in   Spanish,   25.10.2019  
http://press.vatican.va/content/salastampa/it/bollettino/pubblico/2019/10/   26/0820/01706.html .   Henceforth,   FD  
and   the   paragraph   number.  
8  Pope   Francis,   Meeting   with   Indigenous   People   of   Amazonia  
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(FD   24)   with   clear   processes   of   inculturation   (FD   56) .    The   Church   reaches   out   to   other  
traditions   almost   as   a   matter   of   course,   not   so   much   to   talk   as   to   listen,   to   pray   and   especially   to  
do   together,   seeking   to   collaborate   in   mission   rather   than   reunify   denominations.  
 
The   third   conversion   --   to   creation   --   is   ecological   or   environmental.   Ecology   is   a   challenge   for  
our   Christian   faith,   spirituality   and   justice,   besides   being   a   public   and   scientific   movement.  
Happily,   the   Synod   articulates   the   socio-environmental   dimensions   of   evangelization   (FD  
74-79)   and   urges   a   social   approach   to   ecology,   “which   must   integrate   justice   into   discussions  
about   the   environment,   to   hear   both    the   cry   of   the   earth   and   the   cry   of   the   poor ”   (FD   66  
quoting    LS    49).   Caring   for   the   Amazon   also   requires   fair,   solidary   and   sustainable   forms   of  
development.   And   it   requires   of   the   Church   new   pastoral   responses   that   are,   at   the   same   time,  
integrally   ecological.   Thus   the   Church   accompanies   the   people   in   this   commitment   and  
promotes   integral   ecology   as   part   of   its   Social   Teaching.  
 
A   brave   proposal,   exemplifying   the   desired   integration,   asked   “to   define   ecological   sin   as   an  
action   or   omission   against   God,   against   one's   neighbour,   the   community   and   the   environment.  
It   is   sin   against   future   generations,   and   it   is   committed   in   acts   and   habits   of   pollution   and  
destruction   of   the   harmony   of   the   environment.   These   are   transgressions   against   the   principles  
of   interdependence,   and   they   destroy   networks   of   solidarity   among   creatures   and   violate   the  9

virtue   of   justice”   (FD   82).   Indifference   to   the   suffering   of   the   earth   and   the   poor   is   one   of   the  
greatest   sins   of   omission   of   our   time.  
 
Another   very   practical   example   considers   the   Churches   and   related   organizations   as   institutions  
of   the   economy   and   civil   society.   As   property   owners   and   employers,   we   have   an   additional  
responsibility   to   contribute   to   integral   ecology.   Thus   the   Bishops   declared,   “we   embrace   and  
support   campaigns   of   divestment   from   extractive   companies   responsible   for   the  
socio-ecological   damage   of   the   Amazon,   starting   with   our   own   Church   institutions   and   also   in  
alliance   with   other   churches”   (DF   70).   
 
Finally,   the   fourth   conversion   is   synodal,   going   towards   horizons   of   deeper   communion   and  
inclusive   participation.   Its   roots   reach   back   to   the   first   council   of   Jerusalem   and   run   through  10

all   the   Councils   to   Vatican   II.   It   was   to   make   conciliar   deliberation   a   regular   feature   in   the   life  
of   the   Church   that   St   Pope   Paul   VI   instituted   the   Synod   of   Bishops.    A   synod   is   a   consultative  
assembly,   convened   by   the   Pope   or   a   bishop,   to   advise   on   a   particular   topic   of   interest   to   the  
local,   regional,   or   universal   Church.   It   requires    a   process   of   involvement,   reciprocal   listening,  
dialogue,   consensus   and   communion,   prayer   and   spiritual   discernment.   “Community  
discernment   makes   it   possible   to   discover   a   call   that   God   makes   clear   in   each   particular  
historical   situation”   (FD   90).   
 
Over   the   past   four   Synods   in   Rome,   the   methodology   has   been   developing   to   involve   more   and  
more   in   the   preparatory   listening,   reaching   an   impressive   87,000   people   in   the   Amazon.  

9  cf.    Catechism   of   the   Catholic   Church ,   340-344.  
10  Acts   of   the   Apostles,   15,   and   perhaps   .  
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Today’s   evolving   /   developing   synod   practices   are   a   harbinger   of   the   more   engaged   and   vital  
Church   which   Vatican   II   worked   so   hard   to   mobilize.  11

 
New   regional   Church   networks  
 

REPAM,   the   Pan-Amazon   Church   Network   (2014)   

THE   CHURCH   NETWORK   OF   THE   CONGO   RIVER   BASIN   or   REBAC   (le  
Réseau   ecclésial   du   Bassin   du   Congo),   2015  

THE   MESOAMERICAN   ECOLOGICAL   CHURCH   NETWORK,   REMAM  
(2016)  

ASIA   PACIFIC   CHURCH   NETWORK   (APEN)   

INTEGRAL   ECOLOGICAL   NETWORK   OF   THE   SOUTHERN   CONE   on   the  
GUARANÍ   AQUIFER:   Red   Ecològica   Integral   del   Cono   Sur   (REICOSUR)  
 
A   EUROPEAN   NETWORK   ON   THE   ENCYCLICAL    LAUDATO   SI’   

A   NORTH   AMERICAN   NETWORK   ON    LAUDATO   SI’  

Conclusion  
 
To   conclude   our   journey   --   Vatican   II,   Laudato   si',   the   Amazonian   Synod   and   finally   Church  
networks   in   each   territory   --   I   invite   you   to   bring   to   mind   and   heart   our   beautiful   globe,   our  
beautiful   planet   in   blue,   green,   brown   and   white   seen   from   space.   First,   we   see   the   whole.   Then  
we   look   at   the   center   of   the   Amazon.   Finally,   we   rest   our   gaze   on   our   own   area.   Within   each  
gaze,   let   us   not   privilege   a   concentration   of   power   and   prosperity,   but   our   sensitivity   and   our  
commitment,   our   exodus   and   our    metanoia .   
 
And   the   Synod   concludes   with   a   prayer   that   we   can   make   our   own:   “May   the   full   life   that   Jesus  
came   to   bring   into   the   world   (cf.   Jn   10:10)   reach   everyone,   especially   the   poor,   and   contribute  
to   the   care   of   our   common   home”   (FD   120).  
 

11   The   2018   Synod   and   the   gift   of   young   people  
https://www.thinkingfaith.org/articles/2018-synod-and-gift-young-people    and    Synod   for   the   Amazon:  
New   paths   for   the   whole   world  
https://www.thinkingfaith.org/articles/synod-amazon-new-paths-whole-world  
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